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Abstract: Although grid computing middlewares are in research use since many
years, they lack of particular security features for biomedical applications. The
analysis of the common Globus middleware reveals several security-related
shortcomings. As a result, extended security measures for HealthGrids have been
identified. They include tools for auditing, tracking, fine grained access control for
structured documents, trust and trust delegation. The German MediGRID project is
facing this with an “Enhanced Security” package intending to bridge the gap
between current legal, data protection as well as data security requirements and the
available grid technology.
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Introduction
There are several challenges the biomedical community has to face until biomedical
grids will be largely in use. Beyond the problem of retrieving the relevant data sets
using the metadata description, data access control is of paramount importance, as the
owners of the data are foremost patients. Due to the heterogeneity of the data an
additional ontology process is needed to homogenize the data. Figure 1 shows the grid
data-flow for biomedical applications differing from usual grids by the need of retrieval,
authorization and homogenizing steps.
In contrast to conventional grid applications, medical applications typically use high
dimensional data. Biomedical data are not only heterogeneous; rather they contain
different information types and different levels of privacy. They vary from aggregated
data describing population and diseases (epidemiology, clinical practice, clinical trials),
to more granular patient data and pathological descriptions (health record, clinical
history, physical exams) and to cellular and molecular data (histology, genetic test
results and genomic data) [1-3]. Given semantic data interoperability, the researcher
can correlate and analyze the data using suitable biomedical informatics methods and
tools. On the other hand having this data online with the suitable tools to correlate,
merge and analyze creates new challenges for data protection and data security [4].
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Figure 1. Data flow in MediGRID as an example for a HealthGrid: numerous data formats as well as high
dimensional data in medical applications are the rational for an additional homogenizing step, before the
usual eScience data processing can be started.

1.

Methods

In order to analyze the privacy needs we examined the current security in grid
middleware focusing on the grid security infrastructure in the Globus Toolkit.
Although there are quite some grid middlewares like gLite [5] and UNICORE [6], the
Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) is widely used and could be considered as the “standard” Grid
middleware for biomedical research. The security tools in GT4 deal with [7]:
• authentication: establishing the identity of users or services,
• communication security
• authorization: determining who is allowed to perform what actions, and
• other supporting functions such as managing user credentials and maintaining
group membership information.
GT4 provides distinct web services (WS) and pre-WS authentication and authorization
capabilities [7-10]. Both use standard X.509 certificates and proxy certificates [11],
which are used to identify persistent entities such as users and servers and to support
the temporary delegation of privileges to other entities.
Following the Globus design model, which intends to use current internet technologies
with as less modifications as possible and the hour glass model for new standards [12],
the Globus Security Team implements security as a “five layers grid security
infrastructure (GSI)” [8] (see Table 1) based on standard X.509 certificates.

Table 1. The five layers in Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) as presented in GT4 [8]
Authorization

Grid-Mapfile/ SAML(Security Assertion Markup Language)

Delegation

X.509 Proxy Certificates

Authentication

X.509 ID Certificates

Message

WS-Security/ WS-SecureConversation

Message Format

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)

The Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) builds the core for security in the GT4
middleware. The use of this security infrastructure in combination with job submission,
data management, and execution management contrives the secure Grid infrastructure.
In this context, GT4 provides Data Management tools [13] for
• Data Movement including GridFTP and Reliable File Transfer (RDT),
• Data Replication including Replica Location Services (RLS), and
• Higher Level Data Services -Data Replication Services (DRS).
These tools are designed to work in combination with the GSI, which leads indeed to
suitable confidentiality of communication and to data integrity required for networks
for biomedical research - HealthGrids. In Figure 2, this fulfills the data security
requirements for the first step – the Upload service.
In contrast to “uploading” data in the Grid, the second step – retrieval – requires more
comprehensive and advanced data management. To some degree this could be
introduced by available “plugins” designed to work with GT4. With tools like Storage
Resource Broker (SRB) – a data grid management system – [14, 15] and Data Access
and Integration Services (OGSA-DAI) [16-18] one can achieve the necessity of data
availability.
While web services provide the ability to access and manipulate data, there is a need to
define conventions for managing data. This led to the development of the WS-Resource
Framework (WSRF) [19, 20]. WSRF, Grid Resource Allocation Management (GRAM)
[21] and Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS) [22], representing the execution
and information management in GT4, provide confidentiality within applications.
Some HealthGrid projects, namely the French MEDIGRID [23], implemented their
own light weighted “µgrid” middleware [24, 25], suitable security for this middleware
- “Sygn” [26] and an encrypted storage mechanisms of medical data on grids [27]. The
aspects of fine grained authorization with respect to user-organization relationship were
discussed and implemented in Sygn. Sygn was designed to be more efficient than the
Community Authorization Service (CAS) developed by the Globus team [28] and than
the Virtual Organization Membership Service (VOMS) [29]. MammoGrid project [30]
handled security as a service ‘on the Grid’ and build it on the top of the GT4-GSI tools
[31, 32]. GEMSS project [33] considers security for the case of medical simulation and
image processing on the grid and reflects in the implementation the legal security
requirements [34, 35].
While most grid projects follow the common grid middleware in focusing on security,
less work has been done regarding data protection in grids. A legal framework for the
protection, security and transport of personal data as well as patient data is introduced

in different EU directives. E.g. directive 95/46/EC concerns processing of personal data
and free movement of such data, directive 97/66/EC regards the protection of privacy
in the telecommunications sector, directive 99/93/EC describes a framework for
electronic signatures, and directive 2002/58/EC deals with privacy and electronic
communications. Country specific implementations vary among the EU countries [36].
The legal framework implies special requirements regarding data security and data
protection [36-38] already beeing included in most grid middlewares: (1)
Confidentiality of communication and application, (2) Integrity and authenticity, (3)
Data availability, and (4) Personal responsibility of data processing.
Additional data protection requirements arise dealing with personal data especially in
the health care sector:
• Data necessarity principle: disclose all medical and medical-relevant data of a
patient, but not more than needed data for the treatment and provision of that
patient.
• Context of treatment: medical and medical-relevant data of a patient should be
disclosed only to the personals participated in his treatment and only the
information related to this treatment is allowed to be disclosed.
• Patient consent: the patient should formally agree on the storage of his
medical and medical-relevant data
• The guarantee of patient rights: the possibility of rectification, blocking,
deletion of his personal data should be presented.
Offering services to fulfill these requirements on HealthGrids helps the developer to
implement her application according to the legal data protection and security level.

2.

Results

As a Result of this Analysis, extended security measures for HealthGrids have been
identified. Beyond anonymization and pseudonymization, which are procedures to be
accomplished before uploading sensitive/patient data (see Figure 2 first step), the above
mentioned technologies fulfill to a good degree the requirement for data security in the
grid. Anyhow we still need to know who did what when and why, namely to follow the
responsibilities on the grid in order to completely fulfill the legal data security and
protection requirements. On the other hand, and especially because grid middlewares
are yet developed not for the special use by the biomedicine community, the
requirements of data protection should be considered as well.
Several security extensions have been discussed in MediGRID [39], the biomedicine
community grid project in the German national grid infrastructure D-Grid [40] funded
by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). Our analysis shows the
essential “Enhanced Security” elements for a HealthGrid:
• Auditing (a posteriori): an audit trail consists of log files and activity
protocols. Auditing is crucial for any privacy regulation assessment. Beyond
the relevant user and machine data, especially valid time stamps and time
periods are needed for an efficient audit. Further dimensions of auditing are
data provenance and data annotation.

Figure 2. Activity diagram of the service flow in MediGRID as an example for a HealthGrid: 1- Upload on
the grid 2- Retrieval: the user (researcher) can retrieve and select the data he needs for his work or research the researcher prepares the data for processing, anyhow the data it self is not changed yet, 3 – Processing:
here the researcher will use algorithms and processing power available on the grid to process and analyze the
data intending to receive the needed results.

•

•

•

Trackability (a priori): Additionally to auditing, trackability requires
knowledge about where transfers, transactions, calculations and storage of
person related data take place. This has to be part of the informed consent
process between doctor and patient, as the patient data leave the doctor-patient
confidentiality.
Æ Auditing and tracking-possibilities cover the requirement to retrace
responsibilities and retain the separation of identification data and medical
data in order to preserve anonymity or pseudonomity.
Access rights and control: in addition to the authentication and authorization,
biomedical grid computing needs fine grained access control with respect to
access rights within medical documentations, which means, that the current
access control on file level (e.g. Grid-Mapfiles) not suffice, as structured
medical documents [41, 42] provide different sections with a different degree
of confidentiality.
Confidentiality: In addition to fine grained access control in structured
documents, fine grained confidentiality services have to be modified for grid
computing.

Æ Fine grained access rights and control as well as fine grained
confidentiality fulfill the requirements of releasing only necessary data and
retain the doctor-patient confidentiality.
• Trust and trust-delegation: trust relations and delegation as well as trust
hierarchies from every day life have to be set up electronically. Using the data
of a minor or a person with dementia requires that an authorized person signs
electronically on behalf of those persons (eConsent). These workflows are
described in some projects [43, 44], but have to be adapted for grid usage.
• Safety: security of data in possibly dynamic grid environments requires
policies for data storage and policies for data management.
Æ Safty reflects the need to develop and adopt suitable policies for the use
and storage of data; a complementary safeguard principle when intending to
use sensitive data considering the availability concept in time (long term
archiving) and place (replicas).
The elements of the Enhanced Security consider after all the current requirements of
data protection and data security intending to make grid technologies better suitable for
the biomedicine community. In the future, Enhanced Security should be also flexible to
fulfill future legal requirements and new developments in the medical area, e.g.
genome wide association studies.

3.

Conclusion and Outlook

The development of standards for data protection and data security in grids is crucial
for the success of grid computing in many grid communities. Current grid middlewares
lack standards and have technological shortcomings in regard to fulfill basic data
protection and data security requirements. The need for a secure grid is not only an
issue of computing in biomedicine. Within the German D-Grid communities there is a
notable interest in the different security aspects especially in the automotive sector
concerning intellectual property protection. Meanwhile the “classic” grid communities
- for example climate researchers - aim for similar security standards as well. This
means a long development process until biomedical and intellectual property related
grid computing can make full use of the grid [4, 45, 46].
The Enhanced Security package in MediGRID is rather a one step towards enabling
grid technology to be used by the biomedicine community than a complete solution. In
biomedicine applications sustainability should be guaranteed. That means we need to
deal with two further dimensions for a more suitable solution: future development of
the grid technologies and legal framework, and international collaborative work on the
country specific (legal) requirements.
The 26th international conference on privacy and data protection in Wrocław 2004
resulted in a resolution about a „Privacy Framework Standard“. The resolution urges
the International Standards Organzation (ISO) to work on privacy and Data Protection
standards: „Development from Privacy Law into Privacy Standards”. The “Privacy
Enhancing Technologies” (PET) [47, 48] are of interest for the future ISO PrivacyStandard [49]. This has to be closely monitored in the interest of the biomedical grid
community in order to set up a sustainable grid infrastructure.
Each change in the legal framework or in the technology in regard to grid-computing
use by the biomedical community should take these standards into account. A

“converging” between the legal framework and the technical solutions of data
protection and data security to the common ISO privacy standards should be
considered [4]. As it is not expected to have them before 2008 [49], we need to keep
track of the development of the ISO privacy standards in order to keep the converging
time later as short as possible.
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